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Abstract

We present a household consumption model that accounts for caring house-

hold members, while allowing for noncooperative behavior in decisions on pub-

lic goods. The intrahousehold consumption outcome critically depends on the

degree of caring between the household members. By varying the degree of in-

trahousehold caring, the model encompasses a whole continuum of household

consumption models that are situated between the fully cooperative model

and the noncooperative model without caring. This feature is used to define a

measure for the degree of cooperation within the household. We also establish

a dual characterization of our noncooperative model with caring preferences:

we show that the model is dually equivalent to a noncooperative model with

non-caring preferences that is characterized by intrahousehold transfers. Fi-

nally, following a revealed preference approach, we derive testable implications

of the model for empirical data. We show the practical usefulness of our model

by an application to panel data on two-person household consumption drawn

from the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey. We find that the degree

of cooperation varies considerably across couples. We relate this variation to

observable household characteristics, and find that older couples are generally

more cooperative.
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1 Introduction

Household members care for each other. But, at the same time, they may act non-

cooperatively when deciding on the publicly consumed goods within the household.

How can we account for this in modeling household consumption behavior? We

present a consumption model that allows for various degrees of caring in the house-

hold, while considering possibly noncooperative behavior. More specifically, we as-

sume that household members have caring preferences in the Beckerian sense (also

referred to as altruistic preferences by Becker (1981)). We then model noncoopera-

tive behavior by assuming that households choose Nash equilibrium intrahousehold

allocations.

Motivation. Our consumption model deviates from the standard, fully coopera-

tive model by allowing for varying degrees of cooperation in households’ decisions on

public goods. The literature that unveils the limits of intrahousehold cooperation is

growing rapidly. We may group the theoretical arguments for noncooperative behav-

ior in two broad categories. First, cooperation fails when its benefits are low. For

example, this happens when there is a high risk of divorce or noncooperative behavior

by some household member (see, for example, Bateman and Munro (2003)). In such

cases, households will typically fall back to some threat point situation, which cor-

responds to a noncooperative equilibrium according to Lundberg and Pollak (1993).

Second, cooperation also fails when it is too costly (see, for example, Chen and Wool-

ley (2001)). In particular, whether or not households act Pareto efficiently depends

on the level of intrahousehold information and on the household members’ ability

to make binding commitments. Recent studies have shown that such intrahouse-

hold commitment and communication are often limited (see, for example, Mazzocco

(2004, 2007) and Ashraf (2009)). As a result, many households face considerable

transaction costs associated with negotiation, information acquisition and enforce-

ment of intrahousehold agreements (see Pollak (1985)). In a similar vein, Lommerud

(1989) argues that legal obstacles (such as the price and complexity of legal marital

contracts) frequently hamper intrahousehold efficiency.

Importantly, the hypothesis of perfect intrahousehold cooperation has not only

been questioned on theoretical grounds. There is also a growing body of empirical

evidence against the assumption of fully cooperative household behavior. For ex-

ample, Dercon and Krishnan (2000) and Duflo and Udry (2004) investigate whether

African households pool income shocks in an efficient manner. Both studies reject
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the hypothesis of full insurance against these shocks. Next, Udry (1996) studies

the agricultural production decisions of African households in which different plots

are controlled by different household members. In such a setting, Pareto efficiency

requires that the production factors are distributed efficiently across the plots. How-

ever, Udry concludes that the households loose about six percent of their production

possibilities due to an inefficient allocation of the production factors. Finally, Djeb-

bari (2005) and Angelucci and Garlick (2014) study the resource allocations of rural

Mexican households, and equally find considerable efficiency variation across house-

holds.

Noncooperation with caring. All these arguments clearly highlight the need

for a household model that allows us to empirically analyze consumption behavior

without assuming a fully efficient provision of public goods. We present such a model

in the current paper. As we will indicate, an attractive feature of our model is that

it nests a continuum of household models that are characterized by varying degrees

of intrahousehold cooperation.

Our model fits within the so-called ‘non-unitary’ approach to analyzing household

consumption behavior, which has become increasingly popular in the recent litera-

ture. Indeed, there is a growing consensus that multi-member consumption behavior

should no longer be modeled as resulting from the maximization of some common

household welfare function. This ‘unitary’ approach to modeling household behav-

ior is methodologically unappealing and leads to testable implications (e.g. income

pooling and Slutsky symmetry) that are frequently rejected in empirical studies.1

Non-unitary household consumption models open the ‘black box’ of household

behavior by taking into account that each household member has her/his own pref-

erences. Consumption decisions are then regarded as the outcome of specific intra-

household decision processes. In our non-unitary model, the outcome of the house-

hold decision process critically depends on the degree of caring between the household

members. By varying the degree of intrahousehold caring, the model encompasses

a whole continuum of household consumption models that are situated between the

fully cooperative model (with Pareto efficient intrahousehold allocations) and the

noncooperative model without caring (with Nash equilibrium allocations under non-

caring preferences). As such, our model provides a generalized perspective on mod-

eling household consumption with public goods. As we will discuss in Section 2,

the cooperative model and the noncooperative model without caring have been well-

1Alderman, Chiappori, Haddad, Hoddinot and Kanbur (1995), Vermeulen (2002) and Donni
(2008) provide more elaborate discussions of this topic. For empirical rejections of the unitary
model, see for example Lundberg (1988), Thomas (1990), Bourguignon, Browning, Chiappori and
Lechene (1993), Lundberg, Pollak and Wales (1993), Fortin and Lacroix (1997), Phipps and Bur-
ton (1998), Browning and Chiappori (1998), Chiappori, Fortin and Lacroix (2002), Duflo (2003),
Vermeulen (2005) and Cherchye and Vermeulen (2008).
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documented in the literature. Each model has its own strengths and weaknesses. A

main objective of the current study is to develop a consumption model that combines

the attractive properties of the cooperative and noncooperative benchmark models,

while avoiding the associated weaknesses.

Other contributions. Our consumption model has a number of additional fea-

tures that are particularly attractive from a theoretical and/or practical perspective.

First of all, as we will argue in Section 3, it allows us to define a measure of intrahouse-

hold caring that can also be interpreted as quantifying the degree of within-household

cooperation. Specifically, we show that it is possible to quantify and estimate the

degree of caring within the household; and this gives us an operational measure for

the magnitude of intrahousehold cooperation. We see at least two reasons why it is

important to know this degree of intrahousehold cooperation. First, from a welfarist

perspective, it gives us an idea of the welfare improvement that is possible within

a certain household. If it is possible to link the level of cooperation to household

characteristics, we may use this knowledge for welfare enhancement measures that

correct the efficiency loss originating from household behavior that is not fully co-

operative. Second, the extent of within-household cooperation is also important for

the structure of optimal taxation and policies that target to alter the intrahouse-

hold income distribution.2 In this respect, different (cooperative-noncooperative)

consumption models may lead to other intrahousehold allocations.

Another interesting feature of our model pertains to its dual representation, which

will be established in Section 4. Specifically, we will show that the noncooperative

model with caring preferences is dually equivalent to a noncooperative model with

non-caring preferences that is characterized by intrahousehold transfers. In fact,

the intrahousehold transfers in the dual model will be directly related to the above

mentioned measure of intrahousehold cooperation. This duality result parallels the

well-known duality between a Pareto optimal allocation and the Lindahl equilibrium,

which is often used to provide a decentralized representation for the fully cooperative

(Pareto efficient) model of household consumption. As such, we obtain a similar

decentralized representation for our newly proposed model.

A final important aspect of our model relates to its empirical applicability. In

Section 5 we will show that, although our newly proposed model generalizes the fully

cooperative and noncooperative models, it does have useful testable implications for

empirical data. To this end, we present a revealed preference characterization of the

2See, for example, Blundell, Chiappori and Meghir (2005) for discussion of this targeting view
on tax policies. Browning, Bourguignon, Chiappori and Lechene (1994), Cherchye, De Rock and
Vermeulen (2012), Dunbar, Lewbel and Pendakur (2013), Browning, Chiappori and Lewbel (2013),
Cherchye, De Rock, Lewbel and Vermeulen (2015), among others, focus on alternative welfare-
related questions associated with the intrahousehold income distribution in the context of the
cooperative consumption model.
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model in the tradition of Afriat (1967) and Varian (1982): we derive necessary and

sufficient conditions for the empirical validity of our model that can be checked by

solely using a finite set of observed household consumption bundles and correspond-

ing prices.3 We first establish the revealed preference characterization for a general

specification of the individual utilities (i.e. continuous, concave, non-satiated and

non-decreasing in their arguments). From this, we then also define the character-

ization for quasi-linear preferences. This additional characterization will show the

versatility of our revealed preference conditions in terms of imposing additional struc-

ture on the individual utilities, and will prove useful for our empirical application (in

Section 6).

Essentially, these revealed preference characterizations directly apply the theo-

retical implications of our consumption model to the observed household choices.

In our opinion, this provides a natural starting point for investigating the empirical

usefulness of this newly proposed model. In this respect, we also indicate that the

revealed preference approach has been successfully applied for empirical analysis of

non-unitary consumption models: Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2007, 2009,

2011) and Cherchye, De Rock, Lewbel and Vermeulen (2015) focus on the cooperative

model, while Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011) consider the noncooperative

model without caring. In addition, as we will discuss below, this revealed preference

approach has some attractive advantages (as compared to the more standard ‘differ-

ential’ approach) for analyzing multi-member household consumption behavior.

In Section 6, we demonstrate the practical usefulness of the revealed preference

conditions by means of an application to a sample of two-person households that

is taken from the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS). In line with the

existing evidence that we cited above, we observe considerable differences in the

degree of cooperation across the couples in our data set. In our opinion, this pro-

vides a strong empirical motivation for our consumption model with noncooperative

but caring household members, which effectively does allow for such variation in

cooperation. By quantifying this variation by our measure of intrahousehold cooper-

ation/caring, we then relate it to observable household characteristics. It will appear

that particularly the older couples in our sample behave more cooperatively.

The concluding Section 7 will summarize our main results. In addition, it will

suggest a number of interesting avenues for follow-up research.

3See also Samuelson (1938), Houthakker (1950) and Diewert (1973) for seminal contributions to
the revealed preference approach to modeling household consumption behavior.
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2 Non-unitary models of household consumption:

overview

Within the non-unitary approach, alternative household consumption models dif-

fer from each other in their modeling of the intrahousehold decision process. In

particular, we distinguish two main approaches in the existing literature. The first

approach assumes that the household members behave cooperatively, which means

that they reach a Pareto-optimal allocation, i.e. no household member can increase

her/his utility without decreasing the utility of any other member.4 The second

approach assumes noncooperative behavior and excludes intrahousehold caring, i.e.

the household consumption allocation is a Nash equilibrium defined in terms of non-

caring preferences.5 In a household consumption setting with both privately and

publicly consumed goods, this implies a Nash equilibrium with household members

voluntarily contributing to the public goods. It is well known that, in this case, the

resulting level of public goods is generally below the cooperative (Pareto efficient)

level.

Both the cooperative model and the noncooperative model have their own strengths

and weaknesses. The defense of the noncooperative model without caring is almost

entirely based on its theoretical appeal. In particular, any Nash equilibrium is stable

in the sense that no household member can increase her/his utility by unilaterally

changing her/his strategy. Moreover, using a backward induction argument, one

can show that this stability property remains even if we allow for finitely repeated

interaction.

Nevertheless, the noncooperative approach also has some deficiencies. First of

all, it seems rather unrealistic –especially in a household setting– to assume that

household members only care about their own wellbeing. This calls for including

caring preferences. Second, the household is normally viewed as a prime example

of an institution that it is very likely to overcome free-rider problems associated

with public consumption –at least to some extent. Specifically, one may expect

that repeated interaction and (nearly) perfect information increase the probability

that household members develop welfare enhancing mechanisms to overrule such

problems.

Let us then consider the cooperative model. The premise of efficient behavior can

4See, for example, Apps and Rees (1988), Chiappori (1988, 1992), Browning and Chiappori
(1998), Chiappori and Ekeland (2006, 2009) and Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2007, 2011).
Following Chiappori (1988, 1992), the consumption literature often refers to the cooperative model
as the ‘collective’ model of household behavior.

5See, for example, Leuthold (1968), Bourguignon (1984), Ulph (1988), Kooreman and Kapteyn
(1990), Browning (2000), Chen and Woolley (2001), Lechene and Preston (2005, 2011), Browning,
Chiappori and Lechene (2010), Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011), Boone, van der Wiel,
van Soest and Vermeulen (2014).
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be defended in three ways (see, for example, Browning and Chiappori (1998)). First

of all, under perfect information and with repeated interactions –two conditions that

are likely to be satisfied within every household– Pareto optimal allocations can be

stable as long as all members are sufficiently patient. Second, the Pareto outcome

is seen as a most natural generalization of the assumption of utility maximization

in the unitary model with several household members. Finally, Pareto efficiency

is widely used as an assumption in cooperative bargaining models.6 In this sense,

Pareto optimality is a minimal condition that should be satisfied if the intrahousehold

bargaining process is based on such a cooperative solution concept.

Although we largely agree with these arguments, we also believe that there re-

mains scope for relaxing the efficiency condition. First of all, it is well known that,

unless the Pareto optimal allocation exactly coincides with a Nash equilibrium, the

cooperative Pareto efficient outcome is not self enforcing. In other words, there will

usually be some household member(s) who can increase utility by unilaterally devi-

ating from the Pareto optimal allocation. Second, even if we are in a situation with

infinitely repeated interaction, the folk theorem shows that almost every allocation

situated between the noncooperative Nash outcome and the Pareto efficient outcome

could be stable. In other words, (infinitely) repeated interaction does not necessarily

lead to efficient behavior. Finally, the Pareto efficiency assumption has been ques-

tioned for the publicly consumed goods. Most notably, it has been argued that the

informational requirement and the resulting cost of implementing cooperation may

often be unrealistic.

Summarizing, while the fully cooperative model might represent an overly opti-

mistic outlook of the household decision process, we may also argue that the non-

cooperative model without caring is too pessimistic. Indeed, it appears to us that

most households are to be found somewhere between the cooperative and nonco-

operative benchmarks. As noted by Alderman, Chiappori, Haddad, Hoddinot and

Kanbur (1995): ‘[The household] consists of individuals who – motivated at times by

altruism, at times by self interest, and often by both — cajole, cooperate, threaten,

help, argue, support, and, indeed, occasionally walk out on each other.’

In this paper, we present a new model of household behavior that encompasses

situations between the extreme cases of full cooperation and noncooperation without

caring. Formally, our model is equivalent to a noncooperative model where household

members have Beckerian caring preferences: each household member optimizes a

function that is increasing in the utilities of all household members.7 In this set-up,

6See Manser and Brown (1980), McElroy and Horney (1981) and Lundberg and Pollak (1993)
for applications of bargaining models in a household setting.

7In this respect, it is also worth referring to Browning and Lechene (2001), who adopt a similar
approach to investigate the relationship between expenditures (on private and public goods) and
the intrahousehold distribution of income.
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we will derive specific testable restrictions for empirical data. Interestingly, we will

also demonstrate that it is possible to empirically recover a measure for the degree of

intrahousehold cooperation which, as we will explain, actually captures caring within

the household.

Thus, by introducing caring in the noncooperative framework, our model allows

us to combine some attractive properties of the cooperative model and the nonco-

operative model. At the same time, it solves two main problems associated with

the two benchmark models. First of all, as it is based on the concept of a non-

cooperative Nash equilibrium, it is self enforcing and, hence, stable. Second, by

introducing caring between the household members, we depart from the assumption

that these members are inherently egoistic (i.e. non-caring). Caring preferences allow

for friendship, altruism, love and trust between household members. We believe this

assumption to be much more realistic when dealing with institutions like households,

where these emotions do play an important role.

As a final remark, it is worth to note that d’Aspremont and Dos Santos Ferreira

(2014) provide an alternative household consumption model that is situated between

the fully cooperative and the noncooperative model. A most important difference

with our model is that these authors model ‘semicooperative’ behavior by param-

eterizing the trade-off between an individual budget constraint and the household

budget constraint (which evaluates the public goods at Lindahl prices). By contrast,

the distinguishing feature of our approach is that it combines caring preferences with

noncooperative intrahousehold interaction for modeling the household decision be-

havior. See also the concluding section for a further comparison between our model

and the model of d’Aspremont and Dos Santos Ferreira (in terms of testable impli-

cations).

3 A noncooperative model with caring preferences

We consider a household with two members, A and B.8 The household decides over

the purchase of a bundle of N private goods, denoted by q ∈ RN
+ , and a bundle of K

intrahousehold public goods, denoted by Q ∈ RK
+ . We remark that this assumes that

each good is either private (in q) or public (in Q). Further, it excludes externalities

associated with privately consumed quantities. Importantly, however, our setting can

actually account for such externalities. Specifically, if an individual is the exclusive

consumer of a particular private good, then we can account for externalities for

this good by formally treating it as a public good. Throughout, we will treat the

first private good as a numeraire and we will assume that the consumption of the

8This focus on two-member households is mainly to keep the exposition simple. However, our
following analysis can readily be extended to households with more than two members.
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numeraire and all public goods is strictly positive in all household equilibria.9

In what follows, we will first formalize our assumptions regarding the preferences

and the strategies of the household members. Subsequently, we will formally define

and characterize the household equilibrium in terms of our model.

Preferences. Our analysis starts from a set of decision situations T . In each

situation t, the household faces a price vector pt ∈ RN
++ for the private goods, a

price vector Pt ∈ RK
++ for the public goods, and a household income Yt ∈ R++.

In addition, members A and B are endowed with situation-dependent concave and

increasing (Beckerian) caring functions. We denote these functions by WA
t (UA, UB)

and WB
t (UB, UA); in this construction, UA and UB stand for ‘egoistic’ utility func-

tions which (only) depend on the members’ own consumption of private goods (qA

and qB) and the total amount of public goods (Q), i.e. UA = UA(qA,Q) and UB =

UB(qB,Q). Of course, the vectors representing the individual consumption of the

private goods should add up to the total household consumption of these goods, i.e.

qA + qB = q. In contrast to the caring functions WA
t and WB

t , we assume that the

utility functions UA and UB are stable (invariant) across all decision situations t in

T . Indeed, if these functions were also situation-dependent, then our model would

have no testable implications. Further, we will assume that utility functions UA and

UB are continuous, concave, non-satiated and non-decreasing in their arguments.

An important feature of our model is that the caring functions WA
t and WB

t

are situation-dependent. This is a natural assumption in a non-unitary framework.

Specifically, it reflects the idea that the degree of caring or altruism between house-

hold members might depend on several (situation-dependent) exogenous variables.10

These variables are analogous to the so-called extra-environmental parameters in the

terminology of McElroy and Horney (1981) or distribution factors in the terminology

of Browning, Bourguignon, Chiappori and Lechene (1994). They come in two kinds.

On the one hand, exogenous variables may influence the decision process within the

household. Examples of such variables are the state of the marriage market, the

state of the labor market, the specific divorce laws and the social attitudes to the

roles of men and women within the household. On the other hand, exogenous vari-

ables may impact on the emotional state of the household members. Examples of

such variables are the amounts of love, friendship, compassion and trust within the

household. Both kinds of variables may have a strong influence on the shape of the

caring functions. Taking the caring functions to be situation-dependent allows the

9We can relax this assumption by using suitable Lagrange multipliers, but this would only
increase notational complexity without adding new insights. In fact, our own empirical application
in Section 5 will consider data sets with some components of the public goods equal to zero.

10Compare with the discussion in Browning, Chiappori and Lechene (2006). These authors
consider (situation-dependent) aggregation of preferences in a cooperative framework.
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model to adapt to a change in each of these (typically unobserved) variables.

In what follows, we will make one additional assumption to facilitate our technical

analysis. Specifically, we use a single crossing (SC) property:

Assumption SC: For all decision situations t, qA,qB ∈ RN and Q ∈ RK
+ , for

U
A

= UA(qA,Q) and U
B

= UB(qB,Q), we have that either

∂WA
t

∂UB

∣∣∣∣(
U

A
,U

B
) = 0,

or

−
∂WA

t

∂UA

∂WA
t

∂UB

∣∣∣∣∣(
U

A
,U

B
) ≤ −

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂WB
t

∂UB

∣∣∣∣∣(
U

B
,U

A
) .

The left hand side of the last inequality provides the amount of utility UA that A

is willing to subsume to compensate a one unit increase in UB. In other words, it gives

the slope of the indifference curve of the function WA
t in R2 space through the point

(U
A
, U

B
), i.e. the marginal rate of substitution between UA and UB. Assumption SC

states that, for every combination of utilities U
A

and U
B

, the slope of the indifference

curve for WA
t through this point is steeper then the slope of the indifference curve of

WB
t through this point. Intuitively, this single crossing condition implies that, when

compared to member B, member A gives at least the same weight to her own utility

UA as to the utility of the other member UB. Symmetrically, B gives relatively more

weight to UB then to UA in comparison to A. We believe this to be an intuitively

plausible assumption. Observe that Assumption SC is entirely ordinal. In other

words, it is insensitive to any monotonic transformation of WA
t ,W

B
t , U

A or UB.

Strategies. In order to combine noncooperation and caring in one and the same

formal model, we make the following assumption regarding the household members’

strategies. At every decision situation t, each household member decides on three

bundles: member A chooses the private bundles qA,A
t , qA,B

t ∈ RN
+ and the public

bundle QA
t ∈ RK

+ ; and, similarly, member B chooses qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ∈ RN
+ and QB

t ∈ RK
+ .

We interpret as follows. The bundle qA,A
t is the bundle of private goods that member

A buys for herself, qA,B
t is the bundle of private goods that A buys for the other

member B, and QA
t is the contribution to the bundle of public goods purchased by

A. The meaning of qB,B
t , qB,A

t and QB
t is directly analogous. Of course, we must

have qA,A
t + qB,A

t = qA
t , qB,B

t + qA,B
t = qB

t and QA
t + QB

t = Qt.

It is standard in the literature on noncooperative household behavior to explicitly

distinguish between A and B’s contribution to the household’s public consumption

(for example, Lechene and Preston (2005, 2011), and d’Aspremont and Dos Santos

Ferreira (2014) make similar distinctions). However, the fact that we allow A and B

10



to buy private goods for each other may seem a bit unconventional. In most models

(of noncooperative behavior) it is assumed that members only buy private goods for

themselves, i.e. A chooses qA
t and B chooses qB

t . Our distinction between qM,M
t and

qM,L
t (for M,L ∈ {A,B}, M 6= L) directly relates to the specificity of our model, i.e.

it accounts for caring preferences in a noncooperative setting.

Let us explain this last point in some more detail. In a noncooperative model

without caring preferences, it seems intuitive that individual members will not buy

private goods for the other. By contrast, in the case of intrahousehold caring, one

household member may well benefit from increasing the private consumption of the

other member. Our distinction between qM,M
t and qM,L

t exactly takes this into ac-

count.11 In fact, in many real life situations one household member effectively buys

private consumption goods for the other member. Examples are abundant: the wife

goes shopping and buys food for everyone and clothes for her husband; the husband

fills the car with gasoline while the wife takes the car to go to the gym; etc.

Equilibrium. We will first introduce our new concept of household equilibrium

in general terms. Subsequently, we will show that the concept encompasses the

fully cooperative equilibrium and the noncooperative equilibrium without caring as

limiting cases. This demonstrates the generality of our model. Furthermore, it will

enable us to interpret our measure of intrahousehold caring as quantifying the degree

of within-household cooperation, i.e. the measure allows us to distinguish between

different consumption models characterized by different of degrees of cooperation.

We assume that in equilibrium both members maximize their caring functions

given the decisions of the other members, i.e. we assume a noncooperative Nash

equilibrium. More formally, at decision situation t, member A solves the following

optimization problem (OP-A):

(qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,QA
t ) = arg max

(qA,A,qA,B ,QA)

WA
t (UA(qA,Q), UB(qB,Q))

s.t. p′
t(q

A + qB) + P′
tQ ≤ Yt

qA,A + qB,A
t = qA

qA,B + qB,B
t = qB

QA + QB
t = Q

11Browning, Chiappori and Lechene (2010) suggest a similar idea in the context of a noncoopera-
tive model with one private good and one public good, where one individual has caring preferences
while the other individual is egoistic. In fact, a similar mechanism also underlies Becker’s rotten
kid theorem.
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Similarly, B solves (OP-B):

(qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QB
t ) = arg max

(qB,B ,qB,A,QB)

WB
t (UB(qB,Q), UA(qA,Q))

s.t. p′
t(q

A + qB) + P′
tQ ≤ Yt

qA,A
t + qB,A = qA

qA,B
t + qB,B = qB

QA
t + QB = Q

An allocation that solves both problems simultaneously is called a household

equilibrium with caring.

Definition 1 An allocation {qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QA
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilib-

rium with caring if and only if it simultaneously solves OP-A and OP-B.

Our new model enables us to define a measure of intrahousehold caring. To for-

malize this idea, let ∂UM(qM ,Q)/∂q1 represent the marginal utility of the numeraire

(i.e. the first private good) for memberM ∈ {A,B} at the allocation {qM ,Q}. Then,

for a public good k we define12

τMk (qM ,Q) ≡

∂UM

∂Qk

∂UM

∂qM1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(qM ,Q)

.

In words, the function value τMk (qM ,Q) gives member M ’s marginal willingness to

pay (MWTP) for an additional unit of k at {qM ,Q}.
We can now derive the following result. (The proofs of our main results are given

in Appendix A.)

Proposition 1 Let {qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QA
t ,Q

B
t } be a household equilibrium with

caring. Then, there exist numbers θAt , θ
B
t ∈ [0, 1] such that for all public goods k:

max
{
τAk (qA

t ,Qt) + θBt τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt), τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt) + θAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt)
}

= Pt,k.

It follows from the proof of this proposition that the values of the indices θAt and

θBt are determined by the curvatures of the caring functions WA
t and WB

t at equi-

12Throughout, we use
∂UM

∂qMn
for the partial derivative of the utility function UM with respect to

the consumption quantity of the private good n, and
∂UM

∂Qk
for the partial derivative of the function

UM associated with the quantity of the public good k.
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librium, which actually capture the degree of intrahousehold caring.13 Assumption

SC guarantees that θAt and θBt are both contained in the unit interval. In the next

section, we will use the dual representation of our consumption model to provide a

specific equilibrium interpretation for the equality condition in Proposition 1.

To further enhance the intuition of our newly proposed model, we consider the

two natural benchmark cases, i.e. the fully cooperative model and the noncooperative

model without caring. In terms of Definition 1 (and problems OP-A and OP-B),

if the caring functions WA
t and WB

t coincide (i.e. WA
t = WB

t = Wt), then both

members optimize the same objective function. By construction, this implies a co-

operative equilibrium (i.e. a Pareto optimal intrahousehold allocation). In this case,

the caring function Wt corresponds to a so-called generalized (Samuelson) house-

hold welfare function (see, for example, Apps and Rees (2009)). By varying Wt, any

Pareto efficient allocation can be reached as a household equilibrium with caring. By

contrast, if the caring functions reduce to ‘egoistic’ functions (i.e. WA
t (UA, UB) = UA

and WB
t (UB, UA) = UB), then the household equilibrium reduces to a noncooper-

ative equilibrium without caring. Our model is general in that it also captures all

possible equilibrium situations between the fully cooperative equilibrium and the

noncooperative equilibrium without caring.

Using the same two benchmark models, we can effectively interpret the indices

θAt and θBt in Proposition 1 as capturing the degree of cooperation at the equilibrium

intrahousehold allocation. First, in a cooperative equilibrium the MWTP functions

τMk coincide with the so-called Lindahl prices. In particular, it is well known that any

Pareto efficient allocation {qA
t ,q

B
t ,Qt} must satisfy the Lindahl-Bowen-Samuelson

conditions (see, for example, Samuelson (1954)). And, thus, we get for each public

good k:

τAk (qA
t ,Qt) + τBk (qB

t ,Qt) = Pt,k.

In words, the sum of the members’ MWTP must sum to the market prices. This

case coincides with θAt = θBt = 1 in Proposition 1.

We next turn to the noncooperative model. In this case we get the following

equilibrium condition for every public good k:

max{τAk (qA
t ,Qt), τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt)} = Pt,k;

13Formally, we have θAt =

(
∂WB

t

∂UA
/
∂WB

t

∂UB

)(
∂UA

∂qA1
/
∂UB

∂qB1

)
and θBt =(

∂WA
t

∂UB
/
∂WA

t

∂UA

)(
∂UB

∂qB1
/
∂UA

∂qA1

)
, where all partial derivatives are evaluated at the allocation

{qA
t ,q

B
t ,Qt}. In words, θAt equals the ratio of member B’s marginal valuation for a unit increase of

the numeraire quantity for member A (which enters the caring function WB
t through UA) relative

to his marginal valuation for the same increase of the numeraire quantity for his own (which enters
WB

t through UB). Likewise, the variable θBt equals the ratio of A’s marginal valuation for a unit
increase of the numeraire quantity for B relative to her marginal valuation for the same quantity
increase for her own.
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see, for example, Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011). Thus, this case corre-

sponds to θAt = θBt = 0 in Proposition 1.

More generally, if the indices θAt and θBt are closer to unity, the household will

behave more as in the cooperative model. The duality result in Section 4 will provide

an additional interpretation of θAt and θBt as quantifying the degree of intrahousehold

cooperation of each member. In Section 5 we will show that it is possible to empir-

ically recover the values of θAt and θBt . In this respect, we also note that max{θAt ,

θBt } < 1 implies τAk (qA
t ,Qt) + τBk (qB

t ,Qt) > Pt,k (because of Proposition 1), which

reveals Pareto inefficient behavior. As such, θAt and θBt also indicate the extent of

Pareto (in)efficiency at each decision situation t.

As a final remark, we note that the values of θAt and θBt are situation-dependent

in the general version of our model. In practice, one may impose θAt = θA and

θBt = θB for all t, which thus assumes a constant degree of intrahousehold cooperation

over all decision situations. Again, this encompasses the fully cooperative model

(with θA = θB = 1) and the noncooperative model without caring (with θA =

θB = 0) as limiting cases. As a specific illustration, we will consider such constant

intrahousehold cooperation in our empirical application in Section 5.

4 A duality result

The second fundamental theorem of welfare economics provides one of the most im-

portant theoretical insights related to the concept of Pareto efficiency. Specifically,

provided that some regularity conditions are satisfied, any Pareto optimal alloca-

tion can be dually characterized in terms of a suitable income distribution and by

making use of individual Lindahl prices for the publicly consumed goods (see, for

example, Bergstrom (1976)). This dual characterization of Pareto optimality has

often been used to provide a decentralized two-stage representation of the fully co-

operative model of household consumption: in the first stage, the household divides

the total income over the household members; in the second stage, each individual

member chooses a consumption allocation that maximizes her/his utility subject to

the personalized budget constraint defined in the first stage.

In this section, we will develop a similar duality result for the noncooperative

model with caring preferences that we introduced above: we will show that this

model is dually equivalent to a noncooperative model with non-caring preferences

that is characterized by intrahousehold transfers. The magnitude of these transfers

will be directly related to the MWTP functions τAk and τBk and the indices θAt and θBt

introduced in the previous section. In turn, this duality result implies a decentral-

ized representation of the model that contains two stages. As we will explain, this

representation will provide a further motivation to interpret θAt and θBt as measuring
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the degree of intrahousehold cooperation.

Before formally stating the duality result, we first explain the two stages of the

noncooperative household model with transfers. In the first stage, the total household

income Yt is divided between A and B, which defines the individual incomes Y A
t and

Y B
t (with Y A

t + Y B
t = Yt). Here, we abstract from explicitly modeling this first step.

Similar to our treatment of caring functions in the previous section, this intrahouse-

hold income distribution can be seen as a function of situation-dependent exogenous

variables (i.e. the so-called extra-environmental parameters or distribution factors).

In the concluding section, we discuss the possibility to more carefully investigate

this first step income distribution as an interesting avenue for follow-up research.

At this point, we indicate that the idea of an intrahousehold income distribution

resembles the so-called ‘sharing rule’ concept that applies to the fully cooperative

model: in the decentralized representation of this model, the sharing equally defines

the within-household income distribution underlying the (in casu Pareto efficient)

household consumption decisions.14

In the second stage of the allocation process, each household member M (= A

or B) decides on the optimal level of her/his own private consumption and the

own contribution to the level of public goods, by maximizing her/his own utility

UM(qM ,Q) subject to a personalized budget constraint defined by the individual

income. In doing so, the individual faces the price vectors pt and Pt for her/his

choice of private consumption qM
t and public contribution QM

t . In addition, each

individual receives a transfer from the other individual per unit of public good that

she/he purchases. We denote these transfers for each public good k by σA
t,k and σB

t,k;

σA
t and σB

t represent the corresponding vectors of intrahousehold transfers.

There are at least two interpretations for these intrahousehold transfers related

to public goods. First, one can see these transfers as voluntary contributions: as

B benefits from the purchase of QA
t,k, it may be the case that she/he is willing to

contribute to the purchase of this bundle. Next, one can also interpret them as

representing an implicit tax that B has to pay for the benefit of receiving QA
t,k. Both

interpretations express that intrahousehold transfers (i.e. a given specification of

σA
t and σB

t ) refer to the degree of (voluntary or obligatory) cooperation within the

household.

Summarizing, at each decision situation t, member A faces the following dual

14In fact, Chiappori (1988, 1992) originally introduced this sharing rule concept for the model
without public goods. In the literature on the cooperative model, a refinement of the concept
that accounts for public goods is the so-called ‘conditional’ sharing rule. This concept captures
how the group shares the income to be spent on private consumption for the given level of public
consumption; see, for example, Blundell, Chiappori and Meghir (2005) for discussion. As such, this
first step income distribution concept is not fully comparable to ours, which is not conditional on
the level of public consumption.
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optimization problem (DOP-A):

{qA
t ,Q

A
t } ∈ arg max

qA,QA
UA(qA,QA + QB

t )

s.t. p′
tq

A +
(
Pt − σB

t

)′
QA + σA′

t QB
t ≤ Y A

t .

Similarly, B solves (DOP-B):

{qB
t ,Q

B
t } ∈ arg max

qB ,QB
UB(qB,QB + QA

t )

s.t. p′
tq

B +
(
Pt − σA

t

)′
QB + σB′

t QA
t ≤ Y B

t .

It is easy to see that the two budget constraints add up to the household budget

constraint at equilibrium (i.e. p′
tqt + P′

tQt ≤ Yt).

Importantly, the noncooperative model under study does not explicitly consider

caring preferences: in contrast to the model discussed in the previous section, the

problems DOP-A and DOP-B do not include the caring functions WA
t and WB

t but

only use the ‘egoistic’ functions UA and UB. However, as we will explain, our follow-

ing concept of a household equilibrium with transfers accounts for caring preferences

in an indirect way.

Definition 2 An allocation {qA
t ,q

B
t ,Q

A
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with trans-

fers if and only if it simultaneously solves DOP-A and DOP-B and, in addition,

there exist θAt and θBt such that for all public goods k:

σA
t,k = θAt τ

A
k (qA

t ,Qt) and σB
t,k = θBt τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt).

In this definition, an equilibrium household allocation requires that each member

M ’s intrahousehold transfer related to public good k (σM
t,k) is proportional to M ’s

MWTP for k (τMk (qM
t ,Qt)). The factor of proportionality is giving by the index

θMt . Definition 2 establishes a direct link between the noncooperative model with

caring introduced in the previous section (with problems OP-A and OP-B) and the

two-stage allocation process discussed here (with problems DOP-A and DOP-B).

In the previous section, we argued that the curvatures of the caring functions WA
t

and WB
t define θAt and θBt . As such, the condition on the intrahousehold transfers in

Definition 2 indirectly incorporates caring preferences in the household equilibrium

under consideration.

Interestingly, Definition 2 provides an additional interpretation of each index

θMt in terms of intrahousehold cooperation. Given member M ’s MWTP for the

public good k (τMk (qM
t ,Qt)), θ

M
t captures the transfer M is willing to give to the

other member L (L 6= M) if L purchases an additional unit of good k. In the fully

cooperative case, M is willing to donate the full amount τMk (qB
t ,Qt) to L, which
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means θMt = 1. In this case, Definition 2 coincides with the standard definition of a

Lindahl equilibrium. By contrast, in the noncooperative case without caring, M will

not donate anything to L, so that θMt = 0. Now, Definition 2 reduces to the usual

definition of a noncooperative equilibrium without caring. Apart from these fully

cooperative and noncooperative cases, Definition 2 also includes the intermediate

case in which M picks a number θMt between 0 and 1 such that she/he donates a

fraction θMt of τMk (qM
t ,Qt) to L. Generally, a higher (lower) θMt means that M is

willing to cooperate more (less) with L.

Using Definition 2, we get the following first order conditions for DOP-A and

DOP-B with respect to the public good k:

max
{
τAk (qA

t ,Qt) + θBt τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt); τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt) + θAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt)
}

= Pt,k.

This condition is identical to the equilibrium condition in Proposition 1. However,

the underlying interpretation is different, because we now start from the optimization

problems DOP-A and DOP-B rather than OP-A and OP-B.

By considering θAt and θBt as capturing intrahousehold transfers, we can pro-

vide an intuitive equilibrium interpretation to the above equality condition. To see

this, let us consider the two possible inequality situations. First, if τAk (qA
t ,Qt)+

θBt τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt) > Pt,k then the total amount that A is willing to spend for an addi-

tional unit of public good k (i.e. A’s MWTP plus the fraction θBt of B’s MWTP)

exceeds the price A has to pay (i.e. Pt,k). In this case, A will effectively increase

her holdings of good k. A directly analogous interpretation applies to the situa-

tion τBk (qB
t ,Qt)+ θAt τ

A
k (qA

t ,Qt) > Pt,k. And, thus, max{τAt (qA
t ,Qt)+ θBt τ

B
t (qB

t ,Qt);

τBt (qB
t ,Qt)+ θAt τ

A
k (qA

t ,Qt)} > Pt,k implies a disequilibrium. Similarly, if we have

max{τAk (qA
t ,Qt)+ θBt τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt); τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt)+ θAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt)} < Pt,k, then either A

or B (whoever contributes positively to good k) will want to decrease her/his con-

tribution to k. Again, this implies a disequilibrium situation.

We are now in a position to establish the dual equivalence result mentioned above.

Specifically, the following proposition implies that the household model with caring

and the household model with transfers are empirically indistinguishable.

Proposition 2 Let UA and UB be a pair of utility functions. Then, the following

holds for any decision situation t:

1. Suppose {qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QA
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with car-

ing.

Then, there exist individual incomes Y A
t and Y B

t (with Y A
t + Y B

t = Yt) and

indices θAt and θBt such that {qA
t ,q

B
t ,Q

A
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with

transfers.
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2. Suppose {qA
t ,q

B
t ,Q

A
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with transfers.

Then, there exist caring functions WA
t and WB

t and bundles qA,A
t , qA,B

t , qB,B
t ,

qB,A
t , QA

t , QB
t (with qA

t = qA,A
t + qA,B

t , qB
t = qB,A

t + qB,B
t and Qt = QA

t + QB
t )

such that {qA,A
t , qA,B

t , qB,B
t , qB,A

t , QA
t , QB

t } is a household equilibrium with

caring.

5 Testable implications

So far, we have focused on the theoretical properties of our household model with

caring (or, equivalently, with transfers). In this section, we show that the model has

useful testable implications for empirical data. Specifically, we will focus on testable

conditions in terms of revealed preferences. As indicated in the introduction, this

revealed preference approach has been successfully applied for empirical analysis

of non-unitary consumption models. In addition, recent methodological advances

of Blundell, Browning and Crawford (2003, 2008) and Cherchye, De Rock, Lewbel

and Vermeulen (2015) greatly enhanced the empirical usefulness of this revealed

preference approach.

In the household consumption literature, empirical studies usually build on a

differential characterization (rather than a revealed preference characterization) of

household consumption models. The specific feature of this differential approach is

that it focuses on properties of functions representing household consumption be-

havior (e.g. cost, indirect utility and demand functions),15 whereas the revealed

preference approach (only) uses a finite set of household consumption observations.

In this respect, Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011) point out that the revealed

preference approach has some attractive features as compared to the more common

differential approach for analyzing non-unitary consumption behavior. Most notably,

contrary to existing results for the differential approach, the revealed preference char-

acterization of the noncooperative model (without caring) is independent from (or

non-nested with) the characterization of the cooperative model: a set of observations

that satisfies the cooperative conditions does not necessarily satisfy the noncoopera-

tive conditions, and vice versa. More generally, this implies that models characterized

by different degrees of intrahousehold cooperation (or caring) are independent of each

other in terms of their revealed preference characterization. Clearly, this indepen-

dence makes it interesting to compare the empirical validity of the different models.

15The term ‘differential’ refers to the fact that the characterization is obtained by integrating
and/or differentiating the functional specifications of the fundamentals of the model (e.g. the
individual preferences of the household members). For differential characterizations of non-unitary
consumption models, see Browning and Chiappori (1998) and Chiappori and Ekeland (2006, 2009),
who focused on the cooperative model, and Lechene and Preston (2005, 2011), who considered the
noncooperative model without caring.
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This is particularly relevant in the present context, as our empirical application in

the next section will carry out such a comparison.

Revealed preference characterization. We start from a finite set of |T | ob-

served decision situations (or ‘observations’), i.e. S = {pt,Pt; qt,Qt}t∈T . We re-

mark that this implies minimal conditions on what is observed. In particular, we

assume that at each observation t we only observe the price vectors pt and Pt and

the household consumption bundles qt and Qt.

Given our discussion in the previous sections, we consider the following definition

of rationalizability.

Definition 3 Consider a data set S = {pt,Pt; qt,Qt}t∈T . We say that S is ratio-

nalizable with caring if there exist utility functions UA and UB and, for each decision

situation t, there exist caring functions WA
t and WB

t and bundles qA,A
t , qA,B

t , qB,B
t ,

qB,A
t , QA

t , QB
t (with qA

t = qA,A
t + qA,B

t , qB
t = qB,A

t + qB,B
t and Qt = QA

t + QB
t ) such

that {qA,A
t , qA,B

t , qB,B
t , qB,A

t , QA
t , QB

t } is a household equilibrium with caring.

Before providing testable revealed preference conditions for rationalizability, we

briefly recapture a result of Varian (1982; based on Afriat, 1967). Consider a finite

set of |L| observations, i.e. a set Z = {wl; xl}l∈L containing price vectors wl and

quantity vectors xl. Then, we say that this set Z can be rationalized by a utility

function U if each quantity bundle xl maximizes the function U in the following

sense:

xl ∈ arg max
x

U (x) s.t. w′
lx ≤ w′

lxl.

Varian (1982) has shown that such a rationalizing utility function U exists if and

only if the set Z satisfies the Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP).

Definition 4 Consider a set Z = {wl; xl}l∈L. For any l1, l2 ∈ L, xl1R
Dxl2 if

wl1xl1 ≥ wl1xl2. Next, xl1R
Dxl2 if there exist a sequence r, . . . , t (with r, . . . , t ∈ L)

such that xl1R
Dxr,. . . ,xtR

Dxl2. The set Z satisfies GARP if, for all l1, l2 ∈ L,

xl1R
Dxl2 implies wl2xl1 ≥ wl2xl2.

Using Definition 4, we can characterize a data set S that is rationalizable with

caring.

Proposition 3 Consider a data set S = {pt,Pt,qt,Qt}t∈T . The following condi-

tions are equivalent:

1. The data set S = {pt,Pt,qt,Qt}t∈T is rationalizable with caring.
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2. For all decision situations t and public goods k there exist indices θAt , θ
B
t ∈ [0, 1],

vectors τA
t =

(
τAt,1, ..., τ

A
t,K

)
, τB

t =
(
τBt,1, ..., τ

B
t,K

)
∈ RK

+ , and bundles qA
t ,q

B
t ∈

RN
+ such that

qA
t + qB

t = qt, (S.1)

max
{
τAt,k + θBt τ

B
t,k, τ

B
t,k + θAt τ

A
t,k

}
= Pt,k, and (S.2)

{pt, τ
A
t ; qA

t ,Qt}t∈T and {pt, τ
B
t ; qB

t ,Qt}t∈T satisfy garp. (S.3)

Moreover, it follows that there exists QA
t ,Q

B
t ∈ RK

+ such that

if τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k then QA

t,k = 0 and QB
t,k = Qt,k, and (S.4)

if θAt τ
A
t,k + τBt,k < Pt,k then QB

t,k = 0 and QA
t,k = Qt,k. (S.5)

The explanation is as follows. The restriction S.1 requires the individual con-

sumption bundles for the private goods to sum to the demanded household bundle

of private goods. The restriction S.2 corresponds to the equilibrium condition for

the public goods k in Proposition 1 (for a positive consumption of the public good

k). Condition S.3 states that rationalizability implies a GARP condition at the level

of individuals A and B, which corresponds to the existence of the individual utility

functions UA and UB in Definition 3. The specificity of our model is that these

GARP conditions use MWTP vectors (τA
t and τB

t ) for evaluating the publicly con-

sumed quantities (Qt). Finally, the conditions S.4 and S.5 follow from the fact that,

if τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k (θAt τ

A
t,k + τBt,k < Pt,k), then A (B) will sell back any positive

amount of the public good k. This implies QA
t,k = 0 (QB

t,k = 0) and, thus, QB
t,k = Qt,k

(QA
t,k = Qt,k).

Testing and recovery. As argued in Appendix B, the revealed preference con-

ditions in Proposition 3 can be reformulated in mixed integer programming (MIP)

terms. This complements existing MIP characterizations of the cooperative model

(in Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2011)) and the noncooperative model with-

out caring (in Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011)). The attractive feature of

the MIP characterization is that it allows for checking consistency of a given data S

with the conditions in Proposition 3. In the spirit of Varian (1982), we refer to this

as ‘testing’ data consistency with the model under study.16

More specifically, all constraints of the MIP formulation are linear for fixed θAt

and θBt (see Appendix B). Linearity implies that the above program can be solved by

standard MIP methods for a given data set S. If we do not know the values of θAt and

16As is standard in the revealed preference literature, the type of tests that we consider here are
‘sharp’ tests; either a data set satisfies the data consistency conditions or it does not.
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θBt (which is usually the case), then we suggest to conduct a grid search that checks

the above problem (through MIP methods) for a whole range of possible values for

θAt and θBt . For example, in our empirical application we will use an equally sparse

grid search with step 0.01.

If observed behavior is consistent with our model with caring (i.e. the set S

is rationalizable with caring), then a natural next question pertains to recover-

ing/identifying structural features of the decision model that underlies the (ratio-

nalizable) observed consumption behavior. In our application, we will illustrate

recovery/identification of values for θ that are consistent with a rationalization of

a given set S. Given our discussion in the preceding sections, this value can be

interpreted in terms of intrahousehold cooperation (or caring) that is revealed in

the observed consumption behavior. Other recovery questions may pertain to the

MWTP values τMt,k(qM ,Q) and individual income shares Y M
t at equilibrium (in terms

of the household model with transfers; see Definition 2). Generally, such recovery

can start from the MIP methodology presented in this paper. In this respect, we

can refer to Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2011), who consider these questions

for the cooperative model; their analysis is directly extended to the noncooperative

model with caring discussed here. These authors’ basic argument is that revealed

preference recovery on the basis of an MIP characterization of rational behavior boils

down to defining feasible sets characterized by the MIP constraints.

As for recovery of the individual income shares, one important final remark per-

tains to restrictions S.4 and S.5 in Proposition 3. As we will explain below, these

restrictions imply that the shares Y A
t and Y B

t that underlie observed (rationalizable)

behavior are not identifiable in general. This contrasts with the cooperative case in

which the within-household income distribution (in general) can be identified from

the observed set S. This identifiability result does not generally hold under nonco-

operative behavior with caring. As a matter of fact, this identifiability problem for

our model actually parallels a similar problem for the noncooperative model without

caring.17

To see the identifiability problem, we first note that the budget constraints in

DOP-A and DOP-B imply

p′
tq

A
t + (Pt − θBt τB

t )′QA
t + θAt τ

A′
t QB

t = Y A
t and

p′
tq

B
t + (Pt − θAt τA

t )′QB
t + θBt τ

B′
t QA

t = Y B
t .

Thus, because of conditions S.4 and S.5 we obtain that Y A
t and Y B

t are uniquely

identified only if for all k and t we have τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k (so that QA

t,k = 0 and

17See Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011) for more discussion on the identification of indi-
vidual income shares on the basis of testable revealed preference conditions for the noncooperative
model without caring.
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QB
t,k = Qt,k) or τBt,k + θAt τ

A
t,k < Pt,k (so that QB

t,k = 0 and QA
t,k = Qt,k). In terms of

the noncooperative model without caring, this last situation would conform to the

so-called separate spheres concept.18

On the other hand, as soon as there is one public good k to which both individuals

contribute for some t (i.e. τAt,k+θBt τ
B
t,k = τBt,k+θAt τ

A
t,k = Pt,k), it is impossible to exactly

recover the income shares Y A
t and Y B

t are consistent with a rationalization of the

given data. Specifically, in this case QA
t,k and QB

t,k can take any value (under the

sole condition QA
t,k + QB

t,k = Qt,k) and, thus, the expenditures on good k cannot be

assigned to the individual household members. Interestingly, this last result complies

with the so-called local income pooling result for the noncooperative model without

caring.19

Quasi-linear preferences. In our empirical application in the next section, we

will consider the characterization in Proposition 3 under the additional assumption

that individual preferences are of the quasi-linear form. This assumption of quasi-

linearity is often used in studies focusing on multi-person household behavior (in

particular studies that investigate marriage matching; see, for example, Browning,

Chiappori and Weiss, 2014, for a review of the relevant literature). Appendix B

gives the associated MIP formulation of our rationalizability conditions.20 It turns

out that these conditions are easy to implement, which is particularly attractive from

the viewpoint of practical applications.

Another motivation to use quasi-linearity relates to the fact that our following em-

pirical analysis will impose very little prior structure on the observed intrahousehold

consumption patterns. We see this as an attractive feature, as it lets the consump-

tion data speak for themselves to the fullest extent. However, less prior structure

also implies the risk of a less informative analysis. To circumvent this problem,

we put some more structure on the individual utilities. Because the assumption of

quasi-linear preferences is often made in non-unitary household studies (as indicated

above), it constitutes a natural candidate to impose such additional structure. In

this respect, we also note that our revealed preference conditions are intrinsically

nonparametric, i.e. they avoid a functional form for the individuals’ utilities. In

18See, for example, Lundberg and Pollak (1993) and Browning, Chiappori and Lechene (2010).
19See, for example, Kemp (1984), Bergstrom, Blume and Varian (1986) and Browning, Chiap-

pori and Lechene (2010). Importantly, even though we cannot identify Y A
t and Y B

t under jointly
contributed public goods, it is still possible to recover upper and lower bounds on values for Y A

t

and Y B
t that are consistent with a rationalization with caring of the given data set. These bounds

then account for the total (non-assignable) expenditures on the jointly contributed public goods.
20In Appendix B, we use the revealed preference characterization of Brown and Calsimiglia (2007)

to define our MIP formulation. In this respect, we remark that these revealed preference conditions
for quasi-linearity are independent of the level of the numeraire good (which also makes that they
do not depend on whether or not this numeraire good is observed). See also Cherchye, Demuynck
and De Rock (2015) for more discussion.
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other words, we basically only impose quasi-linearity and abstain from any further

parametric structure on the individual preferences.

One final remark is in order. It has been shown that quasi-linearity in combi-

nation with full cooperation always implies household consumption behavior that

is consistent the unitary model (see, for example, Chiappori, 2010). Obviously,

this makes the assumption of quasi-linearity somewhat problematic in a non-unitary

context. Importantly, however, the same conclusion no longer holds under noncoop-

erative household consumption, which forms the main focus of our analysis. Thus, in

our setting the assumption of quasi-linearity remains a useful one even if household

behavior turns out to be non-unitary.

6 Empirical application

We apply our household consumption model to a sample of two-person households

that are drawn from the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS). Specifi-

cally, by using the revealed preference conditions in Proposition 3 (for quasi-linear

individual preferences), we identify the degree of intrahousehold caring/cooperation

for households that are observed in a series of consecutive waves of this survey. Inter-

estingly, we will find substantial variation across households in the degree of cooper-

ation, which motivates the empirical relevance of our model. In a following step, we

will then relate this interhousehold variation to observed household characteristics,

and find that particularly older households behave more cooperatively.

The data. Our data are drawn from Phase II of the RLMS, which is a nationally

representative survey of Russian households that was designed to evaluate the impact

of Russian reforms on the economic well-being of households and individuals. An

interesting feature of the RLMS survey design is that it allows a panel analysis of

household consumption behavior. This panel structure of the RLMS is particularly

attractive because it permits analyzing each household separately, without having

to assume that preferences are homogeneous across males and females in different

households. More specifically, our data set covers the period from 1994 to 2006,

which makes that we can use consumption data for 11 waves of the survey (the

RLMS does not contain data for the years 1997 and 1999).

Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2009, 2011) and Cherchye, Demuynck and

De Rock (2011) considered the same RLMS data in a revealed preference analysis of

non-unitary household consumption behavior. We follow these authors by focusing

on the expenditures of two-person households for a set of 21 nondurable goods, which

we subdivide in 5 public goods and 16 private goods (K = 5 and N = 16).21 Our

21For each of our 21 goods, the RLMS reports household expenditures and quantities. We obtain
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public goods are (1) wood fuel, (2) gas fuel, (3) car fuel, (4) housing rent and (5)

services. Our private goods are (1) food outside the home, (2) clothing, (3) luxury

goods, (4) bread, (5) potatoes, (6) vegetables, (7) fruit, (8) meat, (9) dairy products,

(10) fat, (11) sugar, (12) eggs, (13) fish, (14) other food items, (15) alcohol and

(16) tobacco. We provide descriptive statistics for the observed budget shares in

Appendix C.

At this point, it is worth to emphasize a number of important differences between

our set-up and the one of the abovementioned studies. First, at the theoretical level, a

notable difference is that these earlier studies concentrated on the polar models with

general preferences (without caring) and, respectively, fully cooperative household

behavior (Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen, 2009, 2011) and fully noncooperative

behavior (Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock, 2011). By contrast, we assume quasi-

linear individual preferences, and our main focus is on the ‘intermediate’ model with

noncooperative but caring household members. It will turn out that this intermedi-

ate model effectively does provide an adequate description of the observed household

consumption patterns.

Next, at the empirical level, while the earlier studies used only 8 waves of the

RLMS survey (between 1994 and 2003), our analysis can make use of 3 additional

waves (up to 2006). In addition, and more importantly, our empirical study im-

poses substantially less prior structure on the intrahousehold consumption patterns.

Specifically, Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2011) and Cherchye, Demuynck

and De Rock (2011) used information on observed singles’ behavior to assign quan-

tities of the private goods to male and female individuals in two-person households.

Essentially, they assume that consumption shares of private goods for individuals

in couples are similar to consumption shares of private goods for individuals that

live alone. Clearly, this assignment procedure is somewhat ad hoc.22 Therefore, in

what follows we do not make use of such a procedure. We take it that the private

quantities qA
t and qB

t are fully unobserved and can take any value (apart from the

obvious requirement that they must add up to the (observed) aggregate household

quantities). We see this as a particularly attractive aspect of our study. It gives

maximum freedom to the data at hand in checking rationalizability with caring.

household prices by taking the ratio of expenditures over quantities. In our application, we implicitly
use the aggregate of unobserved expenditures (“money”) as the (unobserved) numeraire good for
our quasi-linear preference specification. Therefore, we use deflated prices by dividing original price
values by their cross-sectional averages.

22Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2011) show that such assignability information is essential
for the revealed preference conditions of the cooperative model to have reasonable empirical bite.
This argument caries over to the noncooperative model that is studied by Cherchye, Demuynck
and De Rock (2011). In our empirical exercise, we can obtain an informative analysis even without
assignability information because we assume that individual preferences are quasi-linear. As argued
at the end of the previous section, this assumption of quasi-linearity remains a useful one in our
specific non-unitary setting.
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In what follows, we restrict attention to adult couples without children and/or

siblings in the household. We only consider couples in which none of the (female and

male) household members receive unemployment benefits, to mitigate the issue of

nonseparability between consumption and leisure (see, for example, Browning and

Meghir, 1991). Next, we also drop couples with missing information on consumption.

Table 1 sets out the number of couples that we retain as a function of consecutive

waves for which consumption data are available. As indicated above, we can use

11 waves of consumption data from the RLMS. The table reveals a sharp trade-off:

we get substantially smaller samples when requiring longer time periods of obser-

vation. In this respect, we also remark that the assumption of preference stability

becomes of course more problematic when time periods become longer. To account

for these considerations, our following empirical analysis will check our rationaliz-

ibility conditions for alternative possible specifications of the total time period: we

will separately consider |T | = 2, ..., 11, with corresponding sample sizes varying from

80 (for |T | = 11) to 422 (for |T | = 2).

nr of waves nr of couples
2 422
3 353
4 297
5 259
6 215
7 184
8 138
9 104
10 89
11 80

Table 1: Number of couples as a function of periods of observation

Recovering the degree of cooperation. As a first exercise, we identify the de-

gree of cooperation for the different households in our data set. To facilitate our

discussion, we will assume, for each individual household, that this degree of in-

trahousehold cooperation is constant over all observed decision situations, i.e. we

consider θmt = θm for all t. The underlying assumption is that the degree of intra-

household cooperation does not change over the observations. In this respect, we

recall that the fully cooperative model and the noncooperative model without caring

correspond to θA = θB = 1 and θA = θB = 0, respectively. Furthermore, since we

make no assumption on the intrahousehold allocation of private goods, the difference

between men and women becomes irrelevant. Therefore, we will specifically focus on

household-level degrees of cooperation, by using θA = θB = θ.
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Table 2 presents pass rates for the fully cooperative model (with θ = 1) and the

noncooperative model with caring (with θ ∈ [0, 1]). For each time period of obser-

vations (ranging from 2 to 11 waves) we report the fraction of the total number of

households (given in Table 1) that pass the respective rationalizability conditions.

Generally, our findings reveal that accounting for noncooperative behavior with car-

ing is important to explain the observed consumption behavior. For example, even

if we consider only 2 consumption observations per household (i.e. |T | = 2), the

cooperative model can rationalize the behavior of no more than 55 percent of the

couples in the data set. By contrast, the noncooperative model with caring fits the

behavior of as much as 96 percent of these couples. In this respect, we also recall that

the fully cooperative model with quasilinear preferences requires behavioral consis-

tency with the unitary model (a conclusion that does not apply to the more general

noncooperative model with caring). As such, the low pass rate for the cooperative

model can also be interpreted as yet another indication that the unitary model does

not fit the behavior of multi-person households.

Similar conclusions carry over to other specifications of the observed time period.

Note that the pass rates in Table 2 decrease for both the cooperative model and the

noncooperative model with caring when the observed time period grows longer. We

can interpret this as revealing a rejection of the implicit assumption of preference

stability, which –evidently– becomes more problematic for longer time periods. The

difference in pass rates between the two models is most pronounced when using 4

observations per household (i.e. |T | = 4). In that case, the cooperative model ex-

plains the behavior of only 5 percent of the households, while the noncooperative

model with caring rationalizes the behavior of no less than 89 percent of the couples.

Generally, the noncooperative model with caring does a much better job in explain-

ing the observed household behavior than the fully cooperative model. Admittedly,

this should actually not be too surprising as the noncooperative model with caring

encompasses the cooperative model as a (limiting) special case. Still, we do believe

that the results in Table 2 rather convincingly show the empirical usefulness of ac-

counting for deviations from full cooperation when modeling household consumption

behavior.

From this perspective, a particularly interesting question is to ask how large

these deviations from purely cooperative behavior need to be in order to rationalize

the observed consumption behavior. Indeed, it might not be necessary to drop the

assumption of cooperation altogether (i.e. adopt the fully noncooperative model,

with θ = 0) if the data can equally be rationalized by a less extreme model (with θ ∈
]0, 1[). We address this issue by calculating, for each different household, a household-

specific caring parameter defined as the maximum value of θ ∈]0, 1[ that allows us

to rationalize the observed consumption behavior. Intuitively, this measure reveals
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nr of waves cooperative model noncooperative model with caring
2 0.55 0.96
3 0.17 0.92
4 0.05 0.89
5 0.02 0.82
6 0 0.72
7 0 0.63
8 0 0.38
9 0 0.32
10 0 0.26
11 0 0.08

Table 2: Pass rates corresponding to the fully cooperative model and the noncoop-
erative model with caring

the minimum deviation from full cooperation that is revealed by the household’s

observed behavior.

To focus our discussion, we will mainly concentrate on the sample with 4 consec-

utive observations per household (i.e. |T | = 4) for this exercise (other samples are

briefly discussed below). As shown in Table 1, this sample contains 297 households,

which is large enough for a meaningful analysis. Moreover, the noncooperative model

with caring can rationalize 89 percent of these households (i.e. 263 households in to-

tal).23 Putting it differently, only 11 percent of the households cannot be rationalized,

which we may take as evidence that the implicit assumption of preference stability

(over 4 consecutive years) is a reasonable one for the large majority of households. In

this respect, we also remark that the cooperative model can only rationalize 5 percent

of the same households’ behavior, which particularly seems to ask for a relaxation

of the assumption of full cooperation. Finally, our following results will show that 4

consumption observations are sufficient for a meaningful household-specific analysis

of the degree of intrahousehold caring.

Table 3 and Figure 1 report on the distribution of our caring parameter for our

sample of households. Interestingly, we observe much heterogeneity in the degree of

cooperation/caring. For example, from Table 3 we learn that the “least cooperative”

household can be rationalized only for a caring parameter as low as 0.02, whereas the

“most cooperative” household has a caring parameter of 1, which effectively obtains

behavioral consistency with the fully cooperative model. The average value of our

caring parameter amounts to 0.58, with a standard deviation of 0.28. This reveals

quite some variation in the degree of cooperation across households. Furthermore,

we do observe a lot of values for our caring parameter that are strictly between the

23By construction, because we cannot rationalize their behavior with noncooperation and caring,
we cannot calculate a caring parameter for the remaining 11 percent of the households. Therefore,
we exclude these households in our following analysis.
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Figure 1: Density of the caring parameter θ

extremes of 0 (fully noncooperative behavior) and 1 (fully cooperative behavior).

These conclusions are confirmed by the density plot in Figure 1. From this figure,

we also observe that the caring parameter follows a distribution that is somewhat

similar to the uniform distribution on the unit interval, albeit that more weight is

attributed to higher degrees of caring.

nr of obs min Q1 median mean std dev Q3 max
θ 263 0.02 0.35 0.62 0.58 0.28 0.82 1

Table 3: Distribution of the caring parameter θ

As a further robustness check, we computed household-specific values of our car-

ing parameter for other specifications of the time period of observations, i.e. |T | 6= 4.

These results are summarized in Appendix D (Table 8), which reports the corre-

lations between the parameter values associated with different |T |. We find that

the values for |T | = 4 (discussed above) are strongly correlated with the values for

|T | = 3 (correlation = 0.75) and |T | = 5 (correlation = 0.74). In our opinion,

these findings support the more general conclusion that the recovered values for our

household-specific caring parameter are fairly robust to the period of observations

that is considered.24

Cooperation and household characteristics. We next investigate whether pat-

terns of intrahousehold caring (summarized in Table 3 and Figure 1) are related to

24In this respect, we also remark that correlations in Table 8 that correspond to higher |T |-values
are generally more difficult to interpret. The reason is that the number of households that can be
rationalized gets fairly small when |T | becomes large (see Tables 1 and 2).
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observable heterogeneity. This can provide additional insight into the drivers of

intrahousehold cooperation. The RLMS contains information on a number of house-

hold characteristics, including the age of household members, whether or not couples

could save in the last 30 days, and whether or not couples use land in their economic

activities. Next, for a fraction of the households, we also have information on the

household’s labor income in the last 30 days.

In our regressions, we investigate the effects of these variables by using ordi-

nary least squares (OLS) and a generalized linear model (GLM) (following Papke

and Wooldridge (1996)).25 In particular, our regressions include average age of the

household members (‘avg age’), difference in age between spouses (‘diff age’), an

interaction term for these two variables (‘avg age · diff age’), a dummy variable

for ‘saving’ and a dummy variable for ‘land use’. For the subset of households for

which we observe the labor income, we also conduct separate OLS and GLM regres-

sions that include labor income after taxes and deductions (‘pay’) as an additional

regressor. We refer to Appendix C for descriptive statistics on these variables.

Table 4 shows the regression results. We find that intrahousehold caring is pos-

itively and significantly related to the average age of household members. Interest-

ingly, we can give this effect an intuitive interpretation. Because the probability of

divorce is higher for younger couples, our result is consistent with the argument that

uncertainty about the future (i.e. a high risk of divorce) has a negative impact on

cooperation (see, for example, Bateman and Munro (2003)). Younger couples are

more likely to fall back to a threat point situation, such as noncooperative behavior

(as argued by Lundberg and Pollak (1993)). In a similar vein, one may argue that

communication and information transmission is more effective in older couples. This

makes cooperation less costly, which in turn leads to more cooperative intrahouse-

hold interaction (see, for example, Chen and Woolley (2001)). Next, we also observe

that the age gap between spouses has a double effect on intrahousehold caring: while

the first order effect is positive, the interaction effect with the average age turns out

to be negative. Like before, we can explain the latter effect in terms of divorce risk

and cost of cooperation, also because larger age gaps typically imply an earlier stage

of engagement. Finally, for our sample of households we find positive (albeit less

significant) effects for savings, land use and labor income.

Robustness checks. To conclude our empirical analysis, we conduct two robust-

ness checks for the caring parameter values that we used in our above analysis (re-

ported in Table 3 and Figure 1, for |T | = 4). First, we investigate the ‘discriminatory

power’ of the associated rationalizability conditions. After all, a theoretical model

25The GLM regression explicitly accounts for the fact that our caring parameter is bounded
between 0 and 1, with the value of 1 occuring for a number of observations.
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OLS GLM OLS GLM
avg age 0.0080*** 0.0331*** 0.0108*** 0.0450**

(0.0026) (0.0103) (0.0041) (0.0177)
diff age 0.0685** 0.2848* 0.0753 0.3150

(0.0326) (0.1479) (0.0485) (0.2147)
avg age · diff age -0.0011** -0.0047** -0.0014 -0.0058

(0.0005) (0.0023) (0.0008) (0.0036)
saving (yes=1) 0.0559 0.2366 0.0936 0.3889*

(0.0450) (0.1710) (0.0667) (0.2277)
land use (yes=1) 0.0755* 0.3092* 0.0404* 0.1679

(0.0420) (0.1783) (0.0614) (0.2448)
log(pay) 0.0532 0.2188*

(0.0311) (0.1326)
C 0.0249 -1.9781*** -0.5594 -4.4008***

(0.1604) (0.6452) (0.3926) (1.6472)
nr obs 262 262 124 124

R2 0.06 0.09

Table 4: Explanatory analysis of the caring parameter (* significant at the
10%−level, ** significant at the 5%−level, *** significant at the 1%−level) using
ordinary least squares (OLS) and a generalized linear model (GLM).

has limited empirical use if its testable implications have hardly any empirical bite.

Second, we consider the sensitivity of the parameter values with respect to errors in

the consumption data (prices and quantities) that underlie their computation. In-

terestingly, we will find that our rationalizability conditions have considerable power

and our parameter values are hardly sensitive to measurement errors.

We investigate the power of our rationalizability tests by using a bootstrap proce-

dure.26 In particular, we quantify power as the probability of detecting (simulated)

behavior that is not consistent with the behavioral model subject to testing; we will

refer to such inconsistent behavior as ‘random’ behavior. For every household, we

simulate 100 random series of 4 (= |T |) consumption choices by constructing, for

each t ∈ T , a random quantity bundle exhausting the given budget (for the corre-

sponding prices). We construct these random quantity bundles by drawing budget

shares (for the 21 goods) from the set of 1, 188 (= 297 × 4) observed allocations

in the original data set. We end up with 29, 700 ‘random’ data sets (i.e. 100 data

sets per household). The power measure is then calculated as one minus the pro-

portion of these randomly generated sets that are consistent with the model under

evaluation. By using this bootstrap method, our power assessment gives information

on the expected distribution of violations under random choice (while incorporating

26See Bronars (1987), Andreoni and Harbaugh (2006) and Beatty and Crawford (2011) for general
discussions on alternative procedures to evaluate power in the context of revealed preference tests
such as ours.
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nr of obs min Q1 median mean std dev Q3 max
power 297 0 0.19 0.45 0.47 0.31 0.71 1

Table 5: Distribution of the power measure
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Figure 2: Density of the power measure

information on the households’ actual choices).

Table 5 and Figure 2 present the distribution of the power measure for our sample

of 297 households. From the table, we find that, for the average household, 47 percent

of the random data sets is inconsistent with our rationalizability conditions. In other

words, our conditions ‘detect’ (simulated) random behavior in almost half of the

cases. When we compare this number with the rejection rate for the actual data

set (i.e. no more than 11 percent), we can safely conclude that our noncooperative

model with caring can effectively distinguish between consistent and inconsistent

consumption behavior. In this respect, Figure 2 also reveals much heterogeneity in

the power values across the different households in our sample, which complies with

the standard deviation of 0.31 that is reported in Table 5. Importantly, however,

power is close to unity for a considerable fraction of the households.

Next, we investigate the robustness of our household-specific caring values for

(small) measurement errors in the price and quantity data. In particular, we consider

errors in the prices of the public goods and in the quantities of the private goods.27

To do so, we follow an approach that is closely similar to the one adopted by Adams,

Cherchye, De Rock and Verriest (2014). In particular, we take into account that

the true prices P̃t,k and quantities q̃t,n may deviate from the reported prices Pt,k and

27We choose price errors for public goods and quantity errors for private goods to preserve the
linear nature of our testable conditions.
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quantities qt,n in the following way:

(1− εt,k)Pt,k ≤ P̃t,k ≤ (1 + εt,k)Pt,k and

(1− εt,n)qt,n ≤ q̃t,n ≤ (1 + εt,n)qt,n,

i.e. εt,k and εt,n represent maximum possible deviations (in percentage terms) be-

tween true and observed prices (for the public goods) and quantities (for the private

goods), respectively.

In our application, we set εt,k and εt,n equal to 0.01, which means that we account

for price and quantity errors that can amount up to 1 percent of the observed values.

Under these conditions, we calculate, for every household, a household-specific caring

parameter by using the same procedure as before (i.e. the parameter gives the

minimum deviation from the fully cooperative model) on the basis of P̃t,k and q̃t,n

(for |T | = 4). Clearly, we now have more freedom in choosing quantities and prices (as

they may deviate (by maximally 1 percent) from the observed prices and quantities)

and, therefore, our rationalizability conditions become weaker. As a result, we can

rationalize the behavior of more households in terms of our noncooperative model

with caring, and we will generally obtain higher values for our household-specific

caring parameter.

θ nr of obs min Q1 median mean std dev Q3 max
P : −0.01 ≤ εt,k ≤ 0.01 275 0 0.44 0.72 0.67 0.29 0.95 1
q : −0.01 ≤ εt,n ≤ 0.01 263 0.02 0.36 0.63 0.59 0.28 0.82 1

Table 6: Distribution of the caring parameter θ when accounting for measurement
errors

The results of this robustness check are summarized in Table 6, which has a

similar interpretation as Table 3. In particular, we consider two different exercises:

our first exercise allows for errors in the prices of the public goods, and our second

exercise considers errors in the quantities of the private goods. In each case, we get

a distribution pattern that is fairly similar to the one in Table 3: there is substantial

heterogeneity in caring across households, and we observe a lot of values for our caring

parameter that are strictly between the extremes of 0 and 1. The similarity holds

particularly true for the distribution under quantity errors for the private goods,

but also the distribution under price errors for the public goods shares the main

qualitative features of the distribution in Table 3. Therefore, we conclude that the

distribution of our caring parameter is quite robust to measurement errors.
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7 Conclusion

We have presented a model for analyzing household consumption behavior that simul-

taneously accounts for caring preferences and noncooperative behavior in decisions

on public goods. Interestingly, by varying the degree of intrahousehold caring, the

model encompasses a whole continuum of household consumption models situated

between the fully cooperative model and the noncooperative model without caring.

Attractively, our newly proposed model also allowed us to define a measure for the

degree of intrahousehold cooperation. Following a revealed preference approach, we

derived the testable implications of the model for empirical data.

We demonstrated the empirical relevance of our theoretical model through an

empirical application to RLMS data. This demonstrated the possibility to empirically

recover our measure for the degree of cooperation within a particular household.

Our results suggest that cooperation varies considerably across couples, and that

the degree of cooperation is mostly situated strictly between the extreme cases of

full cooperation and noncooperation without any caring. We also found that older

couples are typically more cooperative than younger couples. Interestingly, we can

give this observation an intuitive interpretation in terms of divorce risks and costs of

cooperation (which become smaller for older couples). In our opinion, all these results

clearly suggest the potential of our consumption model to investigate the degree of

cooperation within households, as well as its defining characteristics. It is our belief

that richer household data sets (e.g. including individuals’ consumption of private

goods and more information on observable characteristics) may yield additional and

more refined insights.

We see multiple interesting directions for follow-up research. First, in the (two-

stage) dual representation of our model as characterized by intrahousehold transfers

(see Section 4), we have taken the (first stage) intrahousehold income distribution

as exogenously given. In this respect, we recall that the methodology presented in

Section 5 effectively allows for recovering the income distribution associated with

observed household behavior that is found to be consistent with our model. As

such, it can also be integrated in the framework of Cherchye, De Rock, Lewbel and

Vermeulen (2015) to obtain empirically meaningful results about the sharing of the

resources. A natural following step of the analysis may then relate this income distri-

bution to different (household or member specific) factors that impact on it. In fact,

such research would be similar in spirit to existing research focusing on ‘distribution

factors’ in the context of the cooperative model of household consumption. See, for

example, Bourguignon, Browning and Chiappori (2009) for a recent discussion of

testable implications (for this cooperative model) that are induced by distribution

factors.

Second, in Section 5 we have adopted a revealed preference approach to estab-
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lish the testable implications of the newly proposed model. Because this revealed

preference approach directly applies the theoretical implications of our model to the

observed consumption behavior, we believe it is natural to adopt this approach as a

first assessment tool for the empirical applicability of our newly proposed consump-

tion model. In addition, as we have discussed, this revealed preference approach

has proven to be particularly successful for empirical analysis of non-unitary con-

sumption models. Furthermore, we have argued that the approach has a number

of attractive features as compared to the more traditional differential approach to

characterizing non-unitary consumption models. However, we also believe that an

interesting extension of the results in this paper consists of developing the differen-

tial counterparts of the conditions presented in Section 5. Such an extension would

complement existing results for the cooperative model (see Browning and Chiappori

(1998), Chiappori and Ekeland (2006, 2009) and Donni (2009)) and the noncooper-

ative model without caring (see Lechene and Preston (2005, 2011)). In this respect,

a fruitful starting point may be the study of d’Aspremont and Dos Santos Ferreira

(2014), who consider a differential characterization of an alternative model that is

situated between the fully cooperative and noncooperative models.28

Finally, we have considered a static framework, and abstracted from dynamic (or

intertemporal) considerations in household consumption behavior. Clearly, develop-

ing a static model provides a logical first step towards defining a dynamic model. For

example, if one assumes intertemporal separability of consumption decisions, then

data consistency with the static model is a necessary condition for data consistency

with any dynamic model. As for establishing a dynamic model of noncooperative

household consumption with caring preferences, one may usefully combine the in-

sights of this paper with the approach developed in Mazzocco (2007), who focused

on fully cooperative household behavior. As for establishing the associated revealed

preference testable conditions, one may fruitfully build on the analysis in Browning

(1989) and Crawford (2010), who considered intertemporal consumption behavior

in a unitary framework, and Adams, Cherchye, De Rock and Verriest (2014), who

studied intertemporal consumption in the non-unitary and cooperative setting.

28In this respect, an important difference between our model and the model of d’Aspremont
and Dos Santos Ferreira is that our model uses information (e.g. MWTP) for quantities that are
effectively observed (i.e. the equilibrium bundles), while the alternative model of d’Aspremont and
Dos Santos Ferreira requires information for quantities in some unobserved cooperative equilibrium
(associated with the same observation, i.e. prices and income). For example, the fact that our
model only uses observable quantity information allowed us to reformulate the revealed preference
characterization in Proposition 3 in MIP terms. As far as we can see, it is not possible to obtain a
similar MIP formulation for the revealed preference characterization of the model of d’Aspremont
and Dos Santos Ferreira, precisely because this model requires unobservable quantity information.
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Appendix A: proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

The first order conditions for OP-A and OP-B with respect to the numeraire (i.e.

the first private good) and public goods k are

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂qA1
≤ λAt , (1)

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂qA1
≤ λBt , (2)

∂WA
t

∂UB

∂UB

∂qB1
≤ λAt , (3)

∂WB
t

∂UB

∂UB

∂qB1
≤ λBt , (4)

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂Qk

+
∂WA

t

∂UB

∂UB

∂Qk

≤ λAt Pt,k, (5)

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂Qk

+
∂WB

t

∂UB

∂UB

∂Qk

≤ λBt Pt,k, (6)

with λAt and λBt the Lagrange multipliers of the respective budget constraints.

We start from the following observations:

• Either (1) or (2) must hold with equality. This follows from the fact that qAt,1

is strictly positive.

• Either (3) or (4) must hold with equality. This follows from the fact that qBt,1

is strictly positive.

• Either (5) or (6) must hold with equality. This follows from the fact that Qt,k

is strictly positive.

• Not both (1) and (4) have strict inequality.

Proof. We prove ad absurdum. Suppose both (1) and (4) hold with strict

inequality, then by the first two observations above, it must be that (2) and

(3) hold with equality. Then, dividing condition (1) by (2) gives:

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂WB
t

∂UA

<
λAt
λBt

,
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while dividing (3) by (4) gives:

λAt
λBt

<

∂WA
t

∂UB

∂WB
t

∂UB

.

These two inequalities impose that:

−

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂WA
t

∂UB

> −

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂WB
t

∂UB

.

This contradicts Assumption SC.

The above reasoning gives us three possible cases: (i) both (1) and (3) hold with

equality, (ii) both (1) and (4) hold with equality, (iii) both (2) and (4) hold with

equality.

Case (i) In this case, equation (5) can be rewritten as

(
τAk (qA

t ,Qt) + τBk (qB
t ,Qt)

)
≤ Pt,k (7)

Further, we have that,

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂Qk

+
∂WB

t

∂UB

∂UB

∂Qk

≤ λBt
(
τAk (qA

t ,Qt) + τBk (qB
t ,Qt)

)
(8)

≤ λBt Pt,k (9)

The inequality in (8) follows from using conditions (2) and (4). The inequality in

(9) follows from (7).

As one of the two conditions (5) or (6) must hold with equality, we have that

that τAk (qA
t ,Qt) + τBk (qB

t ,Qt) = Pt,k. As k was arbitrary, this holds for every public

good. Setting θAt = θBt = 1 demonstrates the proof.

Case (ii) For this case, we can rewrite conditions (5) and (6) as:

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂Qk

+
∂WA

t

∂UB

∂UB

∂Qk

= λAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt) +

∂WA
t

∂UB

∂WB
t

∂UB

λBt τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt)

≤ λAt Pt,k
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and,

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂Qk

+
∂WB

t

∂UB

∂UB

∂Qk

=

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂WA
t

∂UA

λAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt) + λBt τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt)

≤ λBt Pt,k

As one of these two conditions must hold with equality, we have that:

max{τAk (qA
t ,Qt) + θBt τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt, τ
B
k (qB

t ,Qt) + θAt τ
A
k (qA

t ,Qt)} = Pt,k (10)

where

θAt =

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂WA
t

∂UA

λAt
λBt
≤ λBt
λAt

λAt
λBt

= 1 (11)

and,

θBt =

∂WA
t

∂UB

∂WB
t

∂UB

λBt
λAt
≤ λAt
λBt

λBt
λAt

= 1 (12)

The inequality in (11) follows from dividing condition (2) by (1) while the inequality

in (12) follows from dividing condition (3) by (4).

Case(iii) This case is analogous to case (i) and is left to the reader.

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof of statement 1

Assume that for each decision situation t we have that {qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QA
t ,Q

B
t }

satisfies the definition of a household equilibrium with caring for the utility functions

UA, UB, caring functions WA
t , WB

t , prices pt, Pt and household income Yt.

We need to show that there exist numbers θAt , θBt ∈ [0, 1] and incomes Y A
t , Y B

t

(with Y A
t + Y B

t = Yt) such that {qA
t ,q

B
t ,Q

A
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with

transfers. Let us first focus on individual A. For the proof, we will again distinguish

three cases, identical to the cases used in the proof of Proposition 1.

Before we begin, consider the first order condition for A and B with respect to
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the nth private good for A (i.e. the quantities qA,A
t,n and qB,A

t,n ):

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂qAn
≤ λAt pt,n (13)

∂WB
t

∂UA

∂UA

∂qAn
≤ λBt pt,n (14)

Lemma 1 If case (i) or (ii) holds and qAt,n > 0, then (13) holds with equality for all

private goods s at equilibrium. On the other hand if case (iii) holds and qAt,n > 0,

then (14) holds with equality for all private goods n at equilibrium.

Proof. Assume that either case (i) or (ii) holds and that
∂WA

t

∂UA

∂UA

∂qAn
< λAt pt,n. Then,

since qAt,n > 0 it must be that
∂WB

∂UA

∂UA

∂qAn
= λBt pt,n. Dividing these two conditions

gives:

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂WB
t

∂UA

<
λAt
λBt

.

∂WA
t

∂UA

∂WB
t

∂UA

≥ λAt
λBt

,

a contradiction. A similar reasoning holds for the second part of the Lemma.

Let us now consider the three relevant cases that were also considered in the proof

of Proposition 1:

Case (i) In this case, we set θAt = θBt = 1 and we define:

Y A
t = p′

tq
A
t + (P′

t − τB′
t )QA

t + τA′
t QB

t .

To obtain a contradiction, let us consider an allocation (qA,QA) such that

p′
tq

A + (P′
t − τB′

t )QA + τA′
t QB

t ≤ Y A
t

and,

UA(qA,QA + QB
t ) > UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ).
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Denote by UA
qA
t

and UA
Qt

the subgradient vectors for UA with respect to qA and Q at

the bundles (qA
t ,Qt). Then, by concavity of UA, we have that:

UA(qA,QA + QB
t )− UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ) ≤ UA
qA
t

(qA − qA
t ) + UA

Qt
(QA −QA

t )

=
λAt
∂WA

t

∂UA
t

[
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + (P′

t − τB′
t )(QA −QA

t )
]

≤ 0.

The first inequality follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that condition (5) must hold

with equality for case (i). The second inequality follows from the budget constraint

and gives us the desired contradiction.

Case (ii) In this case, we define θBt and θAt as in conditions (11) and (12) and we

define Y A
t by

Y A
t = p′

tq
A
t + (P′

t − θBt τB′
t )QA

t + θAt τ
A′
t QB

t .

One can easily see that for case (ii), QA
t,k > 0 implies that τAk (qA

t , Qt)+θ
B
t τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt) =

Pt,k, and by negation, τAk (qA
t , Qt) + θBt τ

B
k (qB

t ,Qt) < Pt,k implies QA
t,k = 0. This im-

plies that for all QA ≥ 0:

UA
Qt

(QA −QA
t ) ≤ λAt

∂WA
t

∂UA

(
P′

t − θBt τB′
t

)
(QA −QA

t )

Now, assume on the contrary that there exist an allocation (qA,QA) such that

p′
tq

A + (P′
t − θBt τB′

t )QA + θAt τ
A′
t QB

t ≤ Y A
t

and,

UA(qA,QA + QB
t ) > UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ).

Then, by concavity of UA, we have that:

UA(qA,QA + QB
t )− UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ) ≤ UA
qA
t

(qA − qA
t ) + UA

Qt
(QA −QA

t )

=
λAt
∂WA

t

∂UA
t

[
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + (P′

t − θBt τB′t(QA −QA
t )
]

≤ 0

Again, we have a contradiction.
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Case (iii) For this last case, we define θAt = θBt = 1, and,

Y A
t = p′

tq
A
t + (P′

t − τB′
t )QA

t + τA′
t QB

t .

Assume, on the contrary, that there exist an allocation (qA,QA) such that

p′
tq

A + (P′
t − τB′

t )QA + τA′
t QB

t ≤ Y A
t

and,

UA(qA,QA + QB
t ) > UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ).

Again, by concavity of UA, we have that:

UA(qA,QA + QB
t )− UA(qA

t ,Q
A
t + QB

t ) ≤ UA
qA
t

(qA − qA
t ) + UA

Qt
(QA −QA

t )

=
λBt
∂WB

t

∂UA
t

[
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + (P′

t − τB′t)(QA −QA
t )
]

≤ 0

The equality follows from Lemma (1) and the fact that condition (6) must hold with

equality for case (iii).

This concludes the proof for individual A. The proof for individual B is analogous.

Proof of statement 2

Now assume that for each decision situation t there exist indices θAt , θBt ∈ [0, 1] and

incomes Y A
t , Y

B
t such that {qA

t ,q
B
t ,Q

A
t ,Q

B
t } satisfies the definition of an equilib-

rium with transfers for utility functions UA, UB. We need to show that there exist

caring functions WA
t and WB

t satisfying Assumption SC and consumption bundles

qA,A
t , qA,B

t , qB,B
t , qB,A

t (with qA
t = qA,A

t + qA,B
t and qB

t = qB,A
t + qB,B

t ) such that

{qA,A
t ,qA,B

t ,qB,B
t ,qB,A

t ,QA
t ,Q

B
t } is a household equilibrium with caring.

We define the caring functionsWA
t (UA, UB) = UA+θBt (µA

t /µ
B
t )UB andWB

t (UB, UA) =

UB + θAt (µB
t /µ

A
t )UA. In this construction, µA

t and µB
t represent the marginal util-

ities of the numeraire for members A and B at equilibrium (i.e.
∂UA

∂qA1
= µA

t and

∂UB

∂qB1
= µB

t ). It is easy to see that these specifications satisfy Assumption SC as

long as θAt and θBt are contained in the unit interval. Further, we choose qA,A
t = qA

t ,

qB,B
t = qB

t , qA,B
t = 0 and qB,A

t = 0. Let us focus on member A and assume on the
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contrary that there exist bundles qA,A,qA,B,QA such that

p′
t(q

A,A + qA,B + qB,B
t )+P′

t(Q
A + QB

t ) ≤ Yt,

and,

UA(qA,A,QA + QB
t )+θBt (µA

t /µ
B
t )UB(qB

t + qA,B,QA + QB
t ) >

UA(qA
t ,Qt) + θBt (µA

t /µ
B
t )UB(qB

t ,Qt).

This gives,

UA(qA,A,QA + QB
t ) + θBt (µA

t /µ
B
t )UB(qB

t + qA,B,QA + QB
t )

− UA(qA
t ,Qt)− θBt (µA

t /µ
B
t )UB(qB

t ,Qt)

≤UA′
qA
t

(qA,A − qA
t ) + UA′

Qt
(QA −QA

t ) + θBt (µA
t /µ

B
t )
[
UB′
qB
t
qA,B + UB′

Qt
(QA −QA

t )
]

=µA
t

[
p′
t(q

A,A − qA
t ) + θBt p′

tq
A,B +

(
τA′(qA

t ,Qt) + θBt τ
B′(qB

t ,Qt)
)

(QA −QA
t )
]

≤µA
t

[
p′
t(q

A,A + qA,B − qA
t ) + P′

t(Q
A −QA

t )
]

≤0.

The first inequality follows from concavity of the functions UA and UB. The first

equality follows from the first order conditions of programs DOP-A and DOP-B for

the private goods. The second inequality follows from the fact that θBt ≤ 1, the first

order conditions of DOP-A for the public goods and the fact that τAt,k +θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k

only if QA
t,k = 0.

Proof of Proposition 3

1⇒2. The data set S = {pt,Pt,qt,Qt}t∈T is rationalizable with caring. Because of

Proposition 2, we have for any decision situation t that the household allocation solves

DOP-A and DOP-B. As before, let UM
qM
t

and UM
Qt

(M = A,B) be the subgradients

for the function UM at bundle (qM
t ,Qt), and λAt and λBt the Lagrange multipliers for

the budget constraints. We get as first order conditions, for each private good j and

public good k,

UA
qAt,j
≤ λAt pt,j,

UB
qBt,j
≤ λBt pt,j,

UA
Qt,k
≤ λAt (Pt,k − θBt τB(qB

t ,Qt)),

UB
Qt,k
≤ λBt (Pt,k − θAt τA(qA

t ,Qt)).
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The inequalities are replaced by equalities in case the quantities of the goods under

consideration are strictly positive. Next, concavity of the utility functions UA and

UB implies, for all decision situations t, v

UA(qA
t ,Qt)− UA(qA

v ,Qv) ≤UA′
qA
v

(qA
t − qA

v ) + UA′
Qv

(Qt −Qv),

UB(qB
t ,Qt)− UB(qB

v ,Qv) ≤UB′
qB
v

(qB
t − qB

v ) + UB′
Qv

(Qt −Qv).

For all t, define UA
Qt
/λAt = τA

t and UB
Qt
/λBt = τB

t , UA(qA
t ,Qt) = UA

t and UB(qB
t ,Qt) =

UB
t . This gives,

UA
t − UA

v ≤ λAv
(
p′
v(q

A
t − qA

v ) + τA
t (Qt −Qv)

)
, (15)

UB
t − UB

v ≤ λBv
(
p′
v(q

B
t − qB

v + τB
t (Qt −Qv)

)
. (16)

To see that this obtains S.3, we make use of the Afriat Theorem (see Afriat (1967)

and Varian (1982)). Specifically, the inequalities in (15)-(16) are so-called Afriat

inequalities, and the Afriat Theorem implies that these inequalities are satisfied

for all t, v if and only if the sets {pt, τ
A
t ,q

A
t ,Qt}t∈T and {pt, τ

B
t ,q

B
t ,Qt}t∈T satisfy

GARP.

Moreover, at the equilibrium, if τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k, then QA

t,k = 0 and, thus,

QB
t,k = Qt,k > 0. Then, the first order condition for k in DOP-B must be binding,

so that θAt τ
A
t,k + τBt,k = Pt,k. This obtains the first part of S.2. Reversing the roles of

A and B shows the other part of S.2. Similarly, one can verify S.4 and S.5.

2⇒1. Because the GARP conditions in (S.3) are satisfied, the Afriat Theorem (men-

tioned above) tells us that there exist positive numbers UA
t , UB

t and strictly positive

numbers λAt and λBt such that the following Afriat inequalities hold:

UA
t − UA

v ≤ λAv
(
p′
v(q

A
t − qA

v ) + τA′
v (Qt −Qv)

)
,

UB
t − UB

v ≤ λBv
(
p′
v(q

B
t − qB

v ) + τB′
v (Qt −Qv)

)
.

Then, define the functions UA and UB such that:

UA(qA,Q) = min
v∈T

{
UA
v + λAv

(
p′
v(q

A − qA
v ) + τA′

v (Q−Qv)
)}
,

UB(qB,Q) = min
v∈T

{
UB
v + λBv

(
p′
v(q

B − qB
v ) + τB′

v (Q−Qv)
)}
.

Notice that UA and UB are continuous, concave, strictly monotone and that for all

t ∈ T , UA(qA
t ,Qt) = UA

t and UB(qB
t ,Qt) = UB

t . See, for example, Varian (1982).

We need to show that the functions UA and UB provide a rationalization of the

data set. For brevity, we only provide the argument for UA, but a straightforwardly
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analogous reasoning applies to UB. For all t ∈ T, define QA
t and QB

t so that if

τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k < Pt,k then QA

t,k = 0 and QB
t,k = Qt,k, and if θAt τ

A
t,k + τBt,k < Pt,k then

QB
t,k = 0 and QA

t,k = Qt,k (see S.4 and S.5). (If τAt,k+θBt τ
B
t,k = Pt and θAt τ

A
t,k+τBt,k = Pt,k

then we can randomly allocate Qt,k between QA
t,k and QB

t,k.) Next, consider t ∈ T

and a bundle (qA,QA) with Q = QA + QB
t such that

p′
tq

A +
∑
k

[(
Pt,k − θBt τBt,k

)
QA

k + θAt τ
A
t,kQ

B
t,k

)
≤ p′

tq
A
t +

∑
k

[(
Pt,k − θBt τBt,k

)
QA

t,k + θAt τ
A
t,kQ

B
t,k

)
or

p′
tq

A +
∑
k

[(
Pt,k − θBt τBt,k

)
QA

k

)
≤ p′

tq
A
t +

∑
k

[(
Pt,k − θBt τBt,k

)
QA

t,k

)
. (17)

Then, we have to prove that UA(qA,Q) ≤ UA(qA
t ,Qt). To obtain this result, we

first note that, by construction, τA
t QA

t = (Pt − θBt τ
B
t )QA

t . Thus, because τAt,k +

θBt τ
B
t,k ≤ Pt,k (which implies τA

t QA ≤ (Pt − θBt τ
B
t )QA), we get τA

t (QA − QA
t ) ≤

(Pt − θBt τB
t )′(QA −QA

t ). Using this, we obtain

UA(qA,Q)

= min
v∈T

{
UA
v + λAv

(
p′
v(q

A − qA
v ) + τA′

v (Q−Qv)
)}

≤ UA
t + λAt

(
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + τA′

t (Q−Qt)
)

= UA
t + λAt

(
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + τA′

t (QA −QA
t )
)

≤ UA
t + λAt

(
p′
t(q

A − qA
t ) + (Pt − θBt τB

t )′(QA −QA
t )
)

≤ UA
t .

This provides the wanted result, i.e. {qA
t ,Q

A
t } solves DOP-A.

Appendix B: mixed integer characterization

In this appendix, we reformulate the conditions in Proposition 3 in mixed integer

programming (MIP) terms. In particular, we define the MIP formulation for the

case in which the individual utilities are of the quasi-linear form, which we use in

our empirical application. We note that formally similar MIP conditions can also be

developed for the case with general preferences in Proposition 3. For compactness,

we do not include these conditions here, but their construction is readily analogous

to the one of the MIP conditions in Cherchye, De Rock and Vermeulen (2011), for

the fully cooperative model, and Cherchye, Demuynck and De Rock (2011), for the
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fully noncooperative model.

To see the MIP formulation for quasi-linear preferences, we note that under quasi-

linearity we can drop the (unknown) multipliers λAv and λBv in the inequalities (15)

and (16) in our proof of Proposition 3, as this follows directly from the character-

ization of rational consumption behavior under quasi-linearity in Brown and Cal-

samiglia (2007). Then, a data set S satisfies the necessary and sufficient condition

for rationalizability if and only if the following MIP problem is feasible:

For all decision situations t, v and public goods k there exist strictly positive vec-

tors τA
t τB

t ∈ RK
++, binary variables zt,k ∈ {0, 1}, utility levels uAt , u

B
t ∈ R+ and

parameters θAt , θBt ∈ [0, 1] such that:

τA
t + θBt τ

B
t ≤ Pt, (M.1)

θAt τ
A
t + τB

t ≤ Pt, (M.2)

Pt,k − τAt,k − θBt τBt,k ≤ zt,kCt, (M.3)

Pt,k − θAt τAt,k − τBt,k ≤ (1− zt,k)Ct, (M.4)

qA
t + qB

t = qt, (M.5)

uAt − uAv ≤ p′
v(q

A
t − qA

v ) + τA′
v (Qt −Qv) (M.6)

uBt − uBv ≤ p′
v(q

B
t − qB

v ) + τB′
v (Qt −Qv) (M.7)

with Ct a given number for which Ct > Pt,k for all t, k.

The explanation is as follows. The constraint M.5 imposes that the private con-

sumption bundles qA
t and qB

t sum to the observed aggregate quantities qt, as re-

quired by condition S.1. Further, constraints M.1-M.4 comply with condition S.2 in

Proposition 3. Specifically, M.1 and M.2 impose the given upper bound restric-

tion for τA
t and τB

t . Next, M.3 imposes Pt,k ≤ τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k if zt,k = 0, while

M.4 imposes Pt,k ≤ θAt τ
A
t,k + τBt,k if zt,k = 1. Because zt,k ∈ {0, 1}, this implies

max{τAt,k + θBt τ
B
t,k; τBt,k + θAt τ

A
t,k} = Pt,k and thus condition S.2 is satisfied. Finally,

constraints M.6 and M.7 present the Afriat inequalities corresponding to consistency

with a quasilinear utility function.

Clearly, all constraints are linear for fixed θAt and θBt . Linearity implies that the

above program can be solved by standard MIP methods for a given data set S. See

also our discussion in the main text on conducting a grid search for θAt , θ
B
t ∈ [0, 1].
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Appendix C: descriptive statistics

Goods Mean budget shares
(standard deviation)

Bread 0.043 (0.065)
Potatoes 0.009 (0.046)
Vegetables 0.011 (0.027)
Fruit 0.015 (0.025)
Meat 0.084 (0.085)
Dairy products 0.040 (0.042)
Fat 0.013 (0.023)
Sugar 0.039 (0.069)
Eggs 0.008 (0.014)
Fish 0.013 (0.020)
Other food 0.011 (0.020)
Alcohol 0.009 (0.026)
Tobacco 0.009 (0.019)
Food outside the home 0.026 (0.088)
Clothing 0.075 (0.128)
Car fuel (public) 0.050 (0.107)
Wood fuel (public) 0.031 (0.140)
Gas fuel (public) 0.013 (0.055)
Luxury goods 0.031 (0.118)
Services (public) 0.252 (0.218)
Housing rent (public) 0.221 (0.181)
Household characteristics
Avg age 61.097 (10.243)
Diff age 3.471 (3.075)
Saving 0.179 (0.384)
Land used 0.783 (0.413)
Pay (RUB) 6,609.331 (7,589.768)

Table 7: Descriptive statistics on budget shares and observed household character-
istics (averages across waves 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006)
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Appendix D: robustness of the caring parameter

nr of waves 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 1
3 0.57*** 1
4 0.47*** 0.75*** 1
5 0.36*** 0.56*** 0.74*** 1
6 0.23*** 0.40*** 0.58*** 0.84*** 1
7 0.18* 0.29*** 0.45*** 0.66*** 0.82*** 1
8 0.15 0.08 0.24* 0.37*** 0.40*** 0.59*** 1
9 0.10 0.17 0.35** 0.42** 0.38** 0.47*** 0.80*** 1
10 0.17 0.25 0.29 0.36* 0.20 0.22 0.63*** 0.71*** 1
11 -0.59 -0.70 -0.48 -0.06 -0.40 -0.69 -0.75* -0.37 0.92*** 1

Table 8: Correlations between the caring parameters θ computed for different periods
of observations (but for the same households). * indicates significance at the 10%
level, ** at the 5% level and *** at the 1% level.
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